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BakgroundDuring my Ph.D. work, I was dealing with ultrashort pulse propagation in optial�bers. Propagation of ultrashort pulses is highly a�eted by dispersion and non-linearities. The nonlinear e�ets in optial �bers might be of orders of magnitudehigher than in bulk optial omponents in ase of a foused beam beause of thelong interation length of light with matter. This fat gave rise to novel investiga-tion methods in nonlinear optis. At the same time, under ontrolled irumstanesoptial �bers an transmit light with low loss over long distanes with negligibledistortion of the signal. For these reasons optial �bers are extremely widely usedand found appliations in many �elds of researh and engineering.The nonlinear and the dispersion parameters that determine ultrashort pulsepropagation in optial �bers an be modi�ed by the design of the �ber struture.They are espeially variable in the so-alled photoni rystal �bers whih onsist ofglasses with di�erent dopants and hollows �lled with air or other gases.Due to the normal material dispersion in the visible and near infrared wavelengthregions, the di�erent spetral omponents of the pulses gain di�erent delays (thepulses beome �positively hirped�) during propagation in standard silia �bers andother optial elements. This leads to temporal broadening of the pulse. For variousappliations, where shorter pulses are needed, the material dispersion has to beoverome, (the pulses need to be �dehirped�) whih an be ahieved for exampleby the use of photoni rystal �bers. In the dispersion ompensation proess it isimportant to onsider the peak intensity of the ompressed pulse. The nonlineare�ets indued by the high intensity of the pulse may lead to spetral distortionand even breaking up of the pulse. E�etive ompensation of the dispersion whileavoiding nonlinear distortions are possible by the appliation of hollow-ore photonirystal �bers. In these �bers nonlinearity is redued beause most of the energy ison�ned in the air ore, whih has a negligible nonlinear oe�ient.For some appliations suh as the investigation of ultrashort proesses it is nees-sary to ompress the pulses. The minimum temporal pulse duration is determined bythe spetrum due to the Fourier transform relationship. To obtain shorter pulse du-rations than the Fourier transform limited width, spetral broadening by a nonlinearoptial proess has to be realized. This an be aomplished by �ber nonlinearities.Ultrashort pulses are originally generated by ompliated setups inluding dyelasers exploiting olliding pulse mode-loking or solid-state lasers. Due to the ad-vanes in optial �ber tehnology, onsiderable attention is drawn by light soures1



that onsist of �ber optial omponents, possibly in an all-�ber setup. The advan-tages of passively mode-loked �ber lasers ompared to solid-state lasers inludeompatness, environmental stability, lower ost and low maintenane. Ultrashortpulses that are generated by all-�ber osillators around 1 µm are ompressible to asshort as some 100 fs, aording to previous works.Motivation and methodsHollow-ore photoni rystal �bers guide light by the photoni bandgap e�et of theladding struture. This is in ontrast to standard silia �bers, whih guide light bythe total internal re�etion in the ore. For total internal re�etion the ore needs tohave a higher refrative index than the ladding, thus air-guidane is impossible withsuh �bers. In theory, the loss of air-ore �bers within the bandgap is lower thanthe loss of solid-ore �bers, beause of the sattering of light in media. In pratie,however, hollow-ore �bers have higher transmission loss and the bandgap inludesadditional loss peaks. In realisti, so-alled hollow-ore Bragg photoni bandgap�bers silia struts are inserted to hold the spae between onentri silia layers. Theloss mehanisms arise due to the presene of the struts. We an distinguish surfaemodes, whih ause loss due to symmetry onerns, and the leaking modes, whihare aused by the inreased eletri �eld in the air layers due to an inorret designof the struture. Aording to an analogy with one-dimensional Bragg struturesour purpose was to investigate the loss mehanism aused by the leaking modes andto eliminate them in the �ber design proedure.The self-phase modulation is the most ommon nonlinear proess in optial �bers.It orresponds to a nonlinear temporal phase-shift on the pulse whih is proportionalto the temporal intensity funtion of the pulse. By the Fourier transformation of thetemporal funtion it leads to broadening and modulation of the spetrum. In aseof ultrashort pulses this phase-shift might reah a high value at relatively low pulseenergies. By taking the linear (dispersive) and nonlinear phase-shifts into aount inthe simulations, optimization of the propagation parameters might lead to spetralbroadening and pulse ompression. My aim was the experimental demonstration ofompression of a pulse below it's Fourier transform limit.Our further goal was to develop an all-�ber, passively mode-loked ytterbiumlaser that generates ultrashort pulses that are ompressible to a few 100 fs. Besidethe experimental realization our aim was to determine the priniples of the mode-loking mehanism by the haraterization of the output pulses.2



ResultsThesis 1 We have proposed a method for the proper design of photoni bandgapdieletri strutures used at grazing inidene [T1℄. The theory is based on the one-dimensional multilayer design, that I applied to one- and two-dimensional strutures.I have ompared plane photoni bandgap dieletri mirrors of di�erent design prini-ples and suggested dieletri mirrors to be used in grazing inidene as laser mirrors.Based on the one-dimensional results, we extended the model to two-dimensionalphotoni bandgap dieletri strutures and applied it to all-silia hollow-ore Braggphotoni bandgap �bers. I investigated the priniples of the elimination of leak-ing modes in realisti hollow-ore Bragg photoni bandgap �bers. I found leakingmode free strutures and we ompared the results to simulations done by the full-vetorial �nite element method, taking the appropriate �ber struture into aount.Results show that the one-dimensional model is apable of giving estimates for thedesign of leaking mode free hollow-ore Bragg photoni bandgap �bers and thusrepresents an e�etive omplementary tool to simulations done by ompliated andtime-onsuming full-wave solvers.Thesis 2 Pulse ompression below the Fourier transform limit an be realizedby nonlinear spetral broadening. For sub-nanojoule pulse energies, this an beahieved in a photoni rystal �ber with redued ore size. Aording to simulationsof pulse propagation and optimization of the pre-hirp and subsequent dispersion-ompensation oe�ients, I have experimentally demonstrated two-fold pulse om-pression on nearly transform limited 24 fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser around800 nm [T2℄.Thesis 3 We have developed a passively mode-loked, all-�ber, all-normal disper-sion ytterbium ring osillator, working at 1.03 µm. The laser produes pioseondpulses, that an be dehirped by an external grating pair to ∼ 200 fs pulse durations[T3℄. We have investigated the laser harateristis as an aim to better understandthe theory of mode-loking in �ber osillators, operating in the normal dispersionregime. We found, that the pulse-shaping in the osillator is based on nonlinear po-larization evolution in the �ber setions together with spetral and temporal �lteringby a polarizing element. 3
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